
Edwards Mosquito Abatement District Job posting 

Larvicide and U.L.V. (Ultra-Low Volume) Fogging Technician 

Full Time-Seasonal 

No experience required, will train! 

Compensation: $14.00/hour. Wage will be negotiated with experience. 

 

 Edwards Mosquito Mosquito Abatement is looking for someone to help out our day/evening operations. This 
position is seasonal with 40+ hours a week. Great summer job! 

 You will be inspecting and treating water in fields, marshes and wetlands mosquito larvae. You will be out in 
the heat carrying heavy equipment over uneven terrain  

 You will also be given study material for the Idaho Pesticide Licensing exams. We will pay for the exams, 
your time to take them and the license itself. 

 If hired, we strongly encourage our seasonal people to return year after year with pay increases possible. 

 This positon will offer health insurance benefits. 

 

Qualifications: 

1. Need to be able to pass Idaho Professional Pesticide Applicator Licensing exam (with Public Health 
endorsement). The District will help you study and will pay for exams. 

2. Flexible schedule  

3. Must possess a valid Idaho driver's license with a clean driving record. 

4. Must be at least 18 years old 

5. Must be able to physically meet the demands of the job 

6. Must be able to carry up to 50lbs of equipment and product periodically throughout the hot days 

7. Must be able to pass pre-employment drug testing  

8. ATV experience a plus 

Example of Duties: 

 Surveys all mosquito producing sources within assigned areas, on a weekly or more frequent basis, 
such as: irrigated pastures, wet-lands, salt grass swales, roadside ditches, golf courses, drainage 
overflows, catch basins, gutters, artificial containers, tree holes, etc. 

 Effectively communicates with the public on mosquito control practices, as with those regular 
citizen/property owner contacts, which frequently occur 

 Operates equipment, such ATV or mule, pickup trucks outfitted with powered and hand spray 
equipment; keeps equipment in a clean and professional appearing condition, and may be assigned to 
assist in simple maintenance and repairs 

 Submits accurate reports of work done including type of treatment, vector population information and 
other pertinent history about his/her work area 

 Assigned as needed on other duties relevant for the District, will operate ULV adulticide equipment 
between dusk or dawn as directed 

 May be assigned to various activities as needed, i.e. mosquito trapping, bite counts, simple 
'housekeeping' tasks, maintenance tasks, painting, and assisting in receiving and maintaining stock 
inventories 

 Attends training sessions; reads District manuals and otherwise keeps informed of policies and 
procedures; keeps Manager informed of progress and problems. 

 

Please send us a resume and download the employment application off our website www.emad-donnelly.org under 
"contact us/work for the district", and email it to us with the job title in the subject or mail it to us at EMAD PO Box 
561, Donnelly Idaho 83615 or bring it by the office at 13099 S. Norwood Rd in Donnelly  

http://www.emad-donnelly.org/
mailto:at%20edwardsmosquitoabatement@gmail.com


Questions call or email us at edwardsmosquitoabatement@gmail.com or 208-325-4096  

mailto:edwardsmosquitoabatement@gmail.com

